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Chaired and produced by Kevin Lucas of  MusicArtsDance Films, this session
focused on the future of  arts documentaries in ‘the brave new media world of
500-channel saturation’. 

Rod Webb, programming consultant for ABC Asia Pacific Television, was the
first speaker. He outlined three core groups, all of  which have different
expectations of  arts programming: the doco-makers who need commissions to
produce their films; the artists who need a weekly magazine style program that
highlights their current work; and the viewers, who want to see a range of
material on arts that’s accessible. Broadcasters are torn between these three
groups, he said. 

Webb is concerned that if  Australian filmmakers want to make arts
documentaries, they will need to be international co-productions and must
have broad appeal to attract overseas broadcasters.

Previously at SBS, Courtney Gibson is now Head of  Arts and Entertainment at
the ABC. "We are now thinking of  ourselves as a clearing house for ideas," she
said. Last week, the ABC agreed that two of  the 12 hours of  FFC Accord should
be arts docos, and two hours with Film Australia should also be dedicated to
arts. 

But there are other opportunities, such as non-accords or developing
agreements with other arts bodies. There could be a three-way split between
state funding agencies, the AFC and the broadcaster. 

Gibson said the ABC is looking for single one-hour arts documentaries that are
bold, dynamic, exciting, original ideas. She is interested in seeing proposals
that play with form and take it in new directions. So there is plenty of
opportunity to generate interest with more radical ideas. They are looking for
more than just documentation of  the artistic process; they’re looking to
surprise people. 

She explained the recent trend of  arts programming as ‘Arts by Stealth’ -
audiences generally don’t respond well to arts programs, so they’ve often been
called something else to sneak it into the schedule. But the tide has turned
again and now the ABC is going ‘loud and proud’ with arts programming. 

This year, the ABC has quadrupled its number of  producers, shoot days and
production for arts programming. They hope to do more Outside Broadcasts
and are currently drawing up a huge calendar of  upcoming arts events.

Anna Miralis, the Preview Manager at SBS, is responsible for acquisitions and is
not involved in commissions. She explained that most arts documentaries on
SBS are acquisitions, due to limited budgets. 

However, SBS Independent do commission a small number of  arts docos.
Miralis said they are not necessarily highbrow - SBS likes unconventional, edgy
programs, such as John Safran’s Musical Jamboree, which screened last year.
There are ‘cool docs’ coming up on rap and fringe art. She also notes that the
two new strands on SBS for Australian documentaries are open to arts
documentaries. 

The session was followed by the ABC arts documentary pitching competition.
They received 69 submissions for the competition, from which only six were
selected to pitch their projects. The winner will receive a $10,000 development
deal.
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